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論文名稱：兒童在同儕對話中的拒絕策略 

 

指導教授：黃瓊之  博士 

 

研究生：鍾易儒 

 

論文題要內容： 

 

本研究旨在探討孩童在同儕對話中所使用的拒絕策略，以及說話者及聽者的

性別對於拒絕策略選擇之影響。研究語料來自兩人或三人一組的孩童在玩耍時的

對話，孩童的年紀在四歲七個月到五歲十個月之間。本研究主要採用 Beebe等人

所提供的拒絕策略分類，研究結果發現，孩童在同儕對話中使用較多的間接拒絕

策略(70%)，這也顯示出孩童避免與同儕產生正面衝突，並且努力維護彼此間的

友誼。在所有策略中，孩童最常使用的是簡單否定(simple negation: 31.8%)

以及提供理由(reason: 26.7%)；此外，在這個年紀的孩童在一次拒絕中，大多

只使用一種拒絕策略。 

而在性別的影響方面，則發現在同性別的互動中，女生比男生使用了更多的

直接拒絕策略；此外，與在同性別互動中的表現相比，女生在不同性別的互動中

變得更直接，而男生則變得較委婉。研究也發現，孩童會根據不同性別選擇特定

的拒絕策略，例如，男生較常對女生使用非語言性的迴避策略(nonverbal 

avoidance)。本研究中討論了造成此現象可能的原因，像是中國文化中女人的角

色、家長對不同性別孩童的教育方式，和不同性別的孩童之間友誼的強弱等等。

總而言之，研究發現不論是說話者的性別或者聽者的性別都會對拒絕策略的選擇

造成一定的影響。 
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Abstract 

 

This study aims to explore children’s refusal performance in peer talk and how 

speakers’ and interlocutors’ genders influence their choice of refusal strategies. The 

natural conversations produced by dyads of triads of children aged from 4;7 to 5;10 

were used for analysis. The refusal strategies adopted in this study are mainly based 

on Beebe et al. (1990)’s category. The results showed that children applied much more 

indirect refusal strategies (70%) than direct ones (30%) when refusing their peers, 

which indicates that they tried to avoid confrontation and make efforts to maintain 

their friendship. Among the strategies, children tended to employ simple negation 

(31.8%) and reason (26.7%) most frequently. In addition, children at this age applied 

only one refusal strategy in a refusal most of the time.  

As for the influence of gender, it is observed that in same-gender interactions, 

girls used more direct strategies than boys. In addition, in cross-gender interactions, 

girls became more direct while boys were more indirect than in same-gender 

interaction. Moreover, children tended to choose certain strategy when refusing others 

of different gender; for example, boys used a lot more nonverbal avoidance when 

refusing girls than boys. Possible reasons such as women’s role in Chinese culture, 

children’s intensity of friendship between different gender, and parent’s educational 

style were discussed in the study in order to explain the gender differences. The 

findings, therefore, suggest that both speakers’ and interlocutors’ genders play an 

important role in children’s choice of refusal strategies. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

1.1 Background and motivation 

Language plays an important role in human social interaction. It is through 

language that we communicate with others and perform a variety of social activities. 

In order to become members of society, children need to learn not only how to speak a 

language but also how to use it appropriately in a multiplicity of social situations. In 

other words, language development is not limited to the acquisition of phonology, 

syntax, and semantics of a language. Children must also acquire communicative 

competence (Hymes, 1972), which requires knowledge of the social rules for 

language use. 

The speech act theory is one of the major theories that underlies work in 

communicative competence. Austin (1975) and Searle (1969) claimed that when we 

use language, we are also performing certain acts. Among all the speech acts, request 

has been the most commonly discussed, both in adult and child speech. However, 

other speech acts, such as refusal, have received less attention, especially in child 

speech. 

Refusal is a speech act which requires a high level of pragmatic competence to 
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be performed successfully (Beebe, Takahashi, & Uliss-Weltz, 1990). It is a potentially 

face-threatening and impolite act. Therefore, in order to minimize offending the hearer, 

a variety of refusal strategies are used, including extended negotiation, and indirect 

strategies. Children need to have the ability to take others’ feelings into consideration 

and to understand the principles of politeness in order to choose the most appropriate 

strategy in a given situation. The ability to refuse appropriately can be very important 

to children, especially when they interact with their peers since inappropriate 

strategies may affect their friendships. Thus, investigations into children’s refusal 

strategies in peer interactions could help illuminate the development of children’s 

communicative competence. 

Most studies on refusal have examined the refusal production in adult speech 

(Wang, 2001; Liao, 1994) or in cross-cultural comparison (Liao and Bresnahan, 1996). 

Although there have been some studies conducted on Taiwanese children’s refusal 

production (Yang, 2003; Yang, 2004), the data was collected through questionnaires 

or under contrived experiments such as using puppets or watching cartoons. The 

results may not be spontaneous or natural enough to reveal the children’s refusal 

strategies that occur in genuine interactions with others. In genuine interactions, not 

only verbal strategies but also nonverbal strategies are used to express refusal. Natural 

conversational data gives us a chance to examine those nonverbal refusals. In addition, 
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how children negotiate with others in refusal sequences can only be observed in 

natural data as well.  

Some previous studies related to conflict talk valued the importance of natural 

data and examined children’s conflict talk in natural conversations (Farris 2000; 

Eisenberg and Garvey, 1981). Conflict talk is by definition a sequence that begins 

with an opposition, which includes refusals, disagreements, denials, and objections. 

However, not being treated as the focus of those studies, refusal strategies that 

children applied were not fully examined and discussed. Most studies only roughly 

categorized negating responses in several ways or mainly discussed how aggressive 

children were in conflict talks without analyzing the refusal strategies carefully. 

Therefore, studies are still needed to get the whole picture of children’s refusal 

production.  

 Refusal is sensitive to social variables. Hence, a number of previous studies on 

children’s refusal production have investigated the influence of social variables such 

as gender or social status on refusal production. Most studies that explored the effect 

of gender on children’s refusal only considered the subjects’ gender. However, the 

influence of the interlocutors’ gender on children’s refusal production has seldom 

been discussed. Accordingly, in order to obtain a better understanding of the influence 

of gender, the effect of both the subjects’ and the interlocutors’ gender on children’s 
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refusal production should be investigated at the same time. 

1.2 Purposes of the Study  

In order to 補足 the inadequacy of the previous studies, the present study aims to 

examine children’s refusal strategies in peer interaction by using natural data.  

The interactions between children aged 4;7 to 5;10 and their peers were recorded for 

analysis. In addition, the refusers’ and their interlocutors’ gender are both examined in 

order to understand the influence of gender on children’s refusal strategies. 

1.3 Research questions 

 Based on the purposes of the study, the research questions are as follows: 

1. What refusal strategies do children employ when talking with their friends? 

2. Are there gender differences in children’s refusal strategies? Do the speaker’s 

and interlocutor’s gender influence the choice of refusal strategy? 
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Chapter 2  

Literature Review 

 

This chapter will review previous studies related to children’s refusal. First, some 

investigations on adults’ refusals will be introduced in 2.1. Second, we will focus on 

the research on children’s refusals in 2.2. Finally, the findings related to refusal and 

gender will be presented in 2.3. 

2.1 Adults’ refusal  

 Refusals in adult speech have been widely discussed in previous studies. Because 

of the possibility of offending the interlocutor, refusal can be a tricky speech act to 

perform (Kwon, 2004). Failure to refuse appropriately may jeopardize the 

interpersonal relations of the speakers. Therefore, various strategies are used to 

minimize or avoid offense. Different strategies have been explored in many studies. In 

addition, social variables such as gender and the relative social status of the 

interlocutor and the refuser were found to be significant variables that affected the 

choice of refusal strategies. 

 Chen, Ye, and Zhang (1995) identified two types of refusals – substantive and 

ritual refusals. The former is a refusal that really means “no” and expresses the 

speaker’s intention not to comply with the interlocutor’s proposed action plan. The 
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latter is a refusal that takes place in response to an initiating commissive-directive act, 

such as an offer or an invitation. Substantive refusals are what we are concerned with 

in our study. Since our study focused on children’s refusals toward requests, ritual 

refuses are not included in our data. In the study examining the substantive refusals, 

the refusal strategies that subjects employed and the influence of four types of 

initiating acts (requests, suggestions, invitations, and offers), social status and social 

distance between the interlocutor and speaker were examined. Data were collected by 

means of a 16-item Production Questionnaire answered by fifty male and fifty female 

native Chinese speakers from the People’s Republic of China. The study adapted the 

coding system proposed by Beebe et al. (1990). The results showed that giving a 

reason was the most frequently used refusal strategy in Chinese (32.6%). In addition, 

the reasons speakers provided often referred to prior commitments or obligations 

beyond the speakers’ control. The second most frequently used strategy was offering 

an alternative, followed by direct refusal, then regret, and finally dissuasion. The 

impact of the type of initiating act on strategy choice was identified in the study. For 

example, giving a reason was the most preferred refusal strategy in response to 

requests, suggestions, and invitations, but not to offers. In response to requests and 

suggestions, offering an alternative was the second most preferred strategy. However, 

when refusing invitations and offers, direct refusals were favored. The authors also 
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discovered that the refuser’s social status relative to the interlocutor was another 

factor affecting the choice of refusal strategies. While giving reasons was the 

preferred strategy in all status relationships, its use increased as the speaker’s social 

status decreased. Finally, the researchers noted that refusal strategies typically occur 

in combination and that the most preferred sequence for refusing in Chinese was 

giving a reason along with an alternative. 

There have also been many studies exploring the influence of culture in refusal 

production. Beebe, Takahashi, and Robin (1990) compared the refusal production of 

Japanese learners of English with native speakers of English and Japanese to show the 

pragmatic transfer in refusals. Sixty subjects — 20 Americans speaking English (AEs), 

20 Japanese speaking English (JEs), and 20 Japanese speaking Japanese (JJs) — were 

asked to fill out the Discourse Completion Test, which elicits refusals in different 

initiating acts, namely requests, invitations, offers, and suggestions. The data provided 

the evidence of negative transfer in three areas: the order of semantic formulas, the 

frequency of semantic formulas, and the content of semantic formulas. In terms of the 

order of semantic formulas, JJs and JEs have a similar order while AEs formed a 

different order. For example, in refusing requests with people of lower status, both JJs 

and JEs made an apology first while AEs did this only with equals. In terms of the 

frequency of semantic formulas, more than 85 percent of JJs’ and JEs’ refusals 
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contained an apology. However, only 40 percent of AEs used an apology as a part of 

their refusal. The content of the semantic formulas also proved the existence of 

pragmatic transfer. Finally, from the data collected, it was found that the JJ refusals 

sounded more formal than AE refusals because of the frequent use of performative 

verbs and statements of principle and philosophy. In their study, a detailed 

classification of refusal strategies is provided to analysis adults’ refusal. The 

classification is then adapted by many other studies related to refusal. This refusal 

category also fits most of the data we collected; therefore, it is adapted as the major 

framework we used for analyzing.  

Wang (2001) investigated the refusals produced by English- and 

Chinese-speaking people and the influence of social variables (social distance and 

social power) on refusal production. The refusal data were collected by the Discourse 

Completion Test. Based on the analysis proposed by Blum-Kulka (1984, 1989) and 

Wood & Kroger (1994), a refusal is divided into three aspects: a central speech act, an 

auxiliary speech act, and a microunit. The coding system for central speech acts was 

adopted by Beebe et al. (1990). If more than two utterances occur in a refusal, the 

second one was identified as an auxiliary speech act. In addition to the strategies 

proposed by Beebe et al. (1990), four other auxiliary speech acts were pointed out in 

the study, namely gratitude, positive opinions, empathy, and repetition. Three kinds of 
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microunits were also identified from the data as shown below: 

(1) Address form: title/role, first name, term of endearment, etc.  

(2) Indicative marker: indication of who the refuser is 

(3) Syntactic structure: passive and active voice, transferred negation, 

interrogative, etc. 

(4) Lexical items: downgraders, understaters, hedges, hesitation markers, 

subjectivizers, upgraders, etc. 

 The results were consistent with Brown and Levinson’s (1987) theory that 

refusal that is more indirect is more polite. However, not all indirect refusals are polite. 

For example, the strategy of avoidance is indirect but at the same time considered 

impolite. In addition, the results suggested that social factors play an important role in 

refusals; however, the influences were different in different languages. Finally, 

although both Chinese and Americans prefer indirect refusals, Chinese were more 

indirect than Americans. 

 From the previous studies related to adults’ refusals, we learn that in order to 

minimize the threat of causing the hearer to lose face, the refuser may apply a variety 

of strategies. Different kinds of indirect strategies were preferred when refusing. The 

combination of strategies and adjuncts was also used to achieve the goal of preserving 

the other’s face. Moreover, although people tend to strive for politeness when refusing, 
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differences in culture and social factors still affect their choice of refusal strategies. 

2.2 Children’s refusal  

Children’s refusal can be explored in the literature of conflict talk. Conflict talk 

is also termed “disputes” (Slomkowski and Dunn, 1992), “adversative episodes,” 

(Eisenberg and Garvey, 1981) or “arguments” (Dunn, 1996; Maynard, 1985). Conflict 

is defined as a sequence that begins with an opposition to a request for action, an 

assertion, or an action and ends with a resolution or dissipation of the conflict. The 

oppositions include refusals, disagreements, denials, and objections (Eisenberg and 

Garvey, 1981). Since refusals are one of the elements in conflict talk, a review of 

studies on conflict talk is necessary. 

Many researchers have explored the conflict talk between children and their 

peers. Eisenberg and Garvey’s study (1981) was based on the analysis of videotapes 

of peer interaction among preschool children. Conflict talks produced by a total of 88 

same- and mixed-gender dyads of 2- to 5-years-olds were examined. An analysis of 

the episodes showed that children encode their negating response in five ways as 

follows: 

(1) Using a simple negation (e.g. “No” or “Uh-uh”) 

(2) Supplying a related reason or justification, with or without an explicit 

negative 
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(3) Making a countering move such as proposing an alternative or a substitution 

for the desired object 

(4) Temporizing, such as postponing compliance or agreement 

(5) Evading or hedging by addressing the propositional content of the antecedent  

 The results showed that among these strategies, children used reasons in their 

initial opposition most frequently (approximately 50% of the time), followed by 

simple negation, countering, temporizing, and evasion. Eisenberg and Garvey also 

investigated the strategies used following initial opposition. The results indicated that 

when children applied “adaptive” strategies, namely, the strategies that take into 

account the perspective of both participants in the interaction, such as compromising 

or giving reasons, they are most likely to reach a resolution. 

Conflict between children and their parents has also been widely investigated. 

Dunn and Munn (1987) studied children’s development of justification in dispute with 

their mothers and siblings at 18, 24, and 36 months of age. Children used 

justifications in about one third of their disputes with both mother and sibling by 36 

months, chiefly in terms of their own feelings, but also in terms of social rules and the 

material consequences of actions. Moreover, children’s emotional behavior and use of 

justification differed according to the topic of the dispute. 

Other research conducted by Eisenberg (1992) examined the conflicts between 
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mothers and their 4-year-old children. Eisenberg’s study provided descriptive 

information about what mothers and children argued about, what types of speech acts 

were opposed, when they use justifications, what kind of initial opposition they used, 

and what kind of outcome they usually achieved. The results revealed that conflicts 

involving noncompliance included more justifications. In addition, children seemed to 

understand the social rule regarding the necessity of providing justification when 

opposing. They were less likely to pursue their position when mothers provided 

reasons or alternatives than when mothers used only unelaborated opposition. 

 Cultural differences in negotiation styles and topics of conflict were reported in 

previous studies about children’s conflict talk. Tardif (1997) compared the literature 

on the conflict between Beijing toddlers (M = 22 months) and their mothers with the 

conflict between English-speaking children and their mothers. The results indicated 

that the topics of conflict as well as the strategies applied by mothers and children 

were different in these two cultures. For example, Mandarin-speaking children were 

more likely to use the strategy of not responding or ignoring their caregivers’ requests 

than they were to refuse or disobey. 

 Recently, a number of studies examined children’s production of refusals 

explicitly as a speech act. Children started to refuse at a very young age. Refusing 

allows children to exercise more control over their social environment (Wenar, 1982). 
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On the one hand, children use refusals to resist what they dislike. On the other hand, 

they use refusals to choose what they want. The ability to refuse increased as children 

got older, and they learned refusal strategies by observing people around them, 

including parents, teachers, peers, and strangers (Liao, 1994). 

 Guidetti (2000) analyzed the gestural and verbal forms of agreement and refusal 

messages in young French children aged 21 to 27 months to see whether they varied 

with the age and type of speech act (assertive or directive). Agreements and refusals 

were elicited by asking children two kinds of questions: assertives (“Is it an X?”) and 

directives (“Should I give you the X?”). The children’s responses were classified into 

four categories: expected responses (correct ones), opposite responses (incorrect ones), 

other responses (correct but unconventional), and nonresponses. Refusals may be 

presented in three forms: gestural, verbal, and combined gestural-verbal. The results 

showed that the older children more often responded as expected, even when the 

difference between the two age groups was only six months. In addition, children 

used more verbal responses than the other two forms, especially when making 

refusals. 

 Several studies have investigated refusals produced by children in Taiwan. Guo 

(2001) conducted a case study to observe the pragmatic development of a 

Taiwanese-speaking boy from age 1;11 to 2;10. Requests, refusals, and turn-taking in 
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the conversation between the child and adults were examined in her study. From the 

data collected, refusals produced by the child were classified into five categories: 

direct refusals (without any explanation), reasons, changing the topic, a combination 

of direct refusal and a reason, and a combination of direct refusal and changing the 

topic. The findings revealed that the child used direct refusals most frequently (74%), 

which suggested that he did not usually consider the refusee’s face when refusing; he 

simply expressed his unwillingness. The child sometimes used both verbal and 

nonverbal expressions such as shaking his head to show refusal. Moreover, when the 

child’s refusals were turned down by adults again and again, he tended to abandon 

verbal expressions and use different actions such as crying or hitting in an effort to 

make adults accept his refusals. Wu (2010) examined the refusals produced by one 

Mandarin-speaking boy from age 2;7 to 3;7 in mother-and-child conversations. The 

findings revealed that his refusal strategies developed with age. His use of direct 

refusals decreased as he grew older. It was also observed that his ability to take others’ 

perspectives into account increased over time. 

 Some studies discussed the refusal production in older children. Liao (1994) 

conducted several experiments to investigate children’s communicative competence in 

refusing. First, she examined the children’s understanding of tautologous construction, 

such as 好是好 ‘good is good’, in refusals. Elementary school children aged seven to 
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eleven years old were asked to fill out the Discourse Completion Test (DCT), which 

includes items of tautology. The results indicated that eight-year-old children are able 

to understand this complex construction. In addition, from the answers children 

provided in the DCT, it was found that at the age of 13, girls used the strategy of 

putting the blame on the third party more often than boys did. Liao also asked 

children to rank the politeness of four utterances of offering alternatives as refusal. 

The rankings given by children of eight years old or older were consistent with those 

given by adults. Therefore, they were as good as adults in judging the relative 

politeness of utterances. In another experiment, Liao compared the strategies 

elementary school children, junior high school students, and adults used when 

refusing the utterance, “Go to the office to get the compositions and bring them back 

to the class.” The results showed that most elementary school children and adults used 

lying, making excuses, giving reasons, or explaining. Furthermore, significantly more 

elementary school children than adults used composite strategies. 

Yang (2003) investigated the refusal production and perception of children and 

the influence of social factors such as gender and social status on refusal production 

and politeness perception. One hundred and eighty Mandarin-speaking subjects of 

kindergarten and elementary ages were chosen for the study. Sections of cartoons that 

included invitations and requests were shown to the subjects to elicit their refusals. 
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Each speech act included three social statuses of the refuser relative to the refusee: 

low, equal, and high. Results indicated that age had a great influence on refusal 

production. Older children produced more strategies and more words when refusing. 

Children also generated more indirect refusals and reasons as they got older. In 

addition, the children’s refusal production was influenced by sociolinguistic 

background and gender. Children from lower social class families performed better 

than children from higher social class families and applied more refusal strategies. 

Female children produced more words in refusal responses and used alternatives, 

adjuncts, and avoidance more than male children. Yang also observed that children are 

aware of social status and the power that goes along with it. Children applied different 

refusal strategies when they were of a different social status relative to the addressee. 

 Yang (2004) conducted similar research to investigate the interactions between 

individual factors (gender, popularity, and IQ) and children’s refusals. Refusals were 

obtained by asking 201 fifth graders to finish the Discourse Completion Test. The 

influences of gender, popularity, and IQ on refusal strategies were reported in her 

study. Girls were more polite than boys when refusing others. More popular students 

seemed to focus more on relationships of equal ranking than less popular students did. 

They tended to be polite to people of equal status. Students with higher IQs tended to 

use more words and the strategy of “negated ability” in their refusals compared to 
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students with lower IQs. Therefore, the author suggested that teachers should 

encourage less popular and lower-IQ students to show more politeness in their 

refusals in order to improve their personal relationships. 

 Both the literature concerning children’s conflict talk and refusals provide us 

some knowledge about children’s refusal production. Previous studies have 

investigated children of different age groups, from one year old to elementary school 

age. The results showed that children’s refusal strategies become more complex and 

indirect when children grow older. Children shift from mainly rely on simple negation 

to various indirect strategies such as reason, alternatives, or postponement, etc. 

Besides, children’s refusal is found to be sensitive to social factors such as gender or 

social status. Although several studies have been conducted to examine the refusal 

production by Mandarin-speaking children, the data collection method – using 

cartoons or questionnaires to elicit refusals – is limiting and may bias the results. 

Since the situations were not authentic, the results may not accurately reflect 

children’s real-life performance in making refusals. 

2.3 Refusal and gender 

 As mentioned previously, research on conflict talk and refusal are closely related.  

In many studies related to refusals or conflict talk among children, it was found that 

boys and girls perform differently. Farris (2000) analyzed the cross-sex peer conflict 
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in a Mandarin Chinese-speaking preschool in Taiwan. There were four classes in the 

preschool: Youyouban, Xiaoban, Zhongban, and Daban. The children were aged from 

2;6 to 6;6, with Youyouban having the youngest children, followed by Xiaoban, 

Zhongban, and finally Daban. The naturally occurring conversations in each class 

were videotaped for analysis. The results showed that conflict occurs as frequently in 

cross-sex interaction as in boy-boy interaction. Moreover, Chinese girls also used the 

“aggravated” style of conflict talk in the cross-sex conflict, which is associated in the 

literature with a masculine sex-typed style. The author believed that this kind of 

subversion showed that Chinese girls were trying to attain a new position in the 

rapidly changing society of modern Taiwan in which females have more autonomy 

and power. From the cross-sex peer conflict, it was also found that certain children 

identified as peer leaders were doing the borderwork to establish gender boundaries. 

Therefore, the author argued in the end that one way of constructing gender is via 

cross-sex conflicts. 

 Yang (2003) investigated the influence of age, gender, and sociolinguistic 

background on preschool and elementary school children’s refusal strategies. In terms 

of gender, the results revealed that female children generated more words when 

refusing. In addition, they applied more strategies and more indirect refusals than 

male children. They used more instances of alternatives, avoidance, and adjuncts than 
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male children. The author concluded that female children had better refusal skills and 

that they are more polite than male children. Similar results were found in Yang’s 

(2004) research on elementary school children’s refusal production. It was found that 

compared with boys, girls favor showing politeness in refusing people of all kinds of 

social rankings. 

Some studies examined the influence of culture on gender differences. Kyratzis 

and Guo (2001) analyzed the conflict talk of American children and that of Chinese 

children from China. They used their results to argue against the separate world 

hypothesis. The Separate World Hypothesis (Maltz & Borker, 1982) states that as the 

result of separated peer play in childhood in which girls play predominately with 

other girls and boys play with other boys, the two genders develop different 

communicative styles. Boys also seem to speak more directly and forcefully, they are 

more likely to focus on themselves, and they are more assertive. Kyratzis and Guo 

pointed out that although research on American children supported the separate world 

hypothesis, the research with Chinese children had challenged the view of girls’ 

language as cooperative. The results showed that in same-sex talk, American boys and 

Chinese girls used the most direct strategies, including third party compliant and 

censures and aggravated commands. American girls used the most mitigated strategies, 

and Chinese boys used a combination of direct and indirect strategies. The authors 
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provided some possible explanations for the results. One was that Chinese females 

use more assertive strategies because they are licensed to be powerful in certain 

contexts, such as in the discussion of moral norms. Another possibility is explained by 

the differences in the ways groups are formed and maintained in peer interaction. In 

China, the group boundary is more solid since “interdependent construal of the self” is 

culturally valued. Chinese girls can afford more direct and aggravated strategies, and 

Chinese boys do not need a hierarchical group structure; therefore, they used more 

mitigated conflict strategies. In cross-sex conflicts, the results indicated contextual 

complexity in the use of conflict strategies in both cultures. Both the theme of the 

interaction and the boy-girl ratio influence children’s choice of strategies.  

  As observed in the previous studies, gender is an important factor that 

influences children’s choice of refusal strategies and their conflict talk. It is found that 

boys and girls tend to use different refusal strategies. However, the results found in 

the previous studies were not consistent. Some suggested that girls used more indirect 

strategies than boys while some discovered that girls used more direct strategies. The 

difference in methodology, for example, the way data was collected, may cause the 

difference. In addition, the literature revealed that culture is also an important issue 

when discussing gender differences. Therefore, in our study, instead of using 

questionnaires to obtain data, we used natural conversations to analyze children’s 
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refusal production. We aim to discover how speaker’s and interlocutor’s gender 

influence children’s choice of refusal strategies and find out if our results confirm or 

contradict the previous findings.  
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

 

3.1 Subjects and data 

 The subjects of this study were preschoolers aged 4;7 to 5;10 (mean: 5;4). The 

children in this age range were chosen because previously studies suggested that 

children learned the rules for friendly interaction from their peers during the time 

period, approximately from age 5 to 15. In addition, many previous studies related to 

children’s conflict talk or refusals have examined children within this age period and 

various strategies were found to be used by children (Eisenberg and Garvey, 1981; 

Wang, 2007). Therefore, choosing children in this age range should help us to 

discover various refusal strategies and how they use these strategies to show 

unwillingness and keep a friendly interaction at the same time.  

 There were two sets of data in our study. Some were collected in Wanxing 

Kindergarten in Taipei. The students in Wanxing Kindergarten were divided into two 

mixed-age classes. Three girls and three boys were chosen from one of the classes to 

be videotaped. These children knew each other well and often played together. They 

all came from middle class families, and their parents had high educational 

backgrounds with university or advanced degrees. Children were divided into same- 
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and mixed-gender dyads and triads. During the play time in the kindergarten, one of 

the groups was asked to play freely in a spare classroom full of different toys. The 

interaction between children was videotaped. The length of the data collected each 

time varied from 15 to 30 minutes, depending on how the children interacted. The 

total length of the conversations equals about seven hours. 

 The other data were collected in a daycare center in Taipei. The subjects were 

two girls and one boy. They also knew each other well. The interactions between 

these children were videotaped. As with the children in Wanxing Kindergarten, they 

were playing with toys most of the time during the observation. The length of the data 

varied from 30 to 60 minutes. The total length of the data is approximately four hours.  

 Because of the similarity in the subjects’ ages, their relationships, and the 

activities taking place during videotaping, both sets of data were used for analysis. 

When videotaping, the observer did not interfere with the children’s interaction. 

Therefore, the data collected is quite natural. Spontaneous speech to be examined in 

this study belongs to the Language Acquisition Lab of the Graduate Institute of 

Linguistics of NCCU, directed by Dr. Chiung-chih Huang.  
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 The information about subjects is provided in table 1. 

 Table 1. Subjects’ gender and age at recording  

Subject Gender Age at recording 

LIN     Girl 5;7 

ZHI Girl 5;0 

ANN Girl 5;10 

SAL Girl 5;7 

DOR Girl 4;7 

JUN Boy 5;2 

NIN Boy 5;2 

CAI Boy 5;7 

SHI Boy 5;6 

3.2 Procedures of data analysis 

The data collected were first transcribed in the CHAT (Codes for the Human 

Analysis of Transcriptions) format. Refusals in the data were then identified. A refusal 

is a responding act in which the speaker refuses to engage in an action proposed by 

the interlocutor. Although the initiating acts being refused include requests, invitations, 

offers, and suggestions, only refusals responding to requests were examined in this 

study. After identifying the refusals, the refusals were further coded according to the 

refusal categories listed in 3.3. When a refusal contained more than one strategy, each 

strategy was counted separately. Therefore, the number of refusal strategy tokens is 

more than the number of refusals. 

 After the data were all coded, about one fourth of the data were coded by another 
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coder who is familiarized with the coding system. The inter-rater reliability was then 

evaluated with the Cohen’s kappa value. The Cohen’s kappa coefficient indicates that 

the inter-rater reliability is very high (k= 0.88). 

3.3 Coding categories  

 The coding categories proposed by Beebe et al. (1990) were adapted for data 

analysis. Some refusal strategies that never appeared in children’s data were omitted, 

and some other strategies were added to better fit the data. The strategies are classified 

into two categories: direct and indirect. The direct refusal includes simple negation 

and physical force. The indirect refusal strategies are citing negated ability, giving 

reasons, offering alternatives, dissuading the interlocutor, making counterclaims, 

conditional acceptance, verbal avoidance, and nonverbal avoidance. The strategies are 

defined below: 

A. Simple negation  

Simple negation means that children use direct denial of compliance without 

reservation. The most commonly used lexical items are 不要 buyao ‘no’ or 不行 

buxing ‘no’. 

B. Physical force 

Children do not only refuse verbally. They sometimes appeal to physical force 

such as grabbing or hitting to show noncompliance. 
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C. Negated ability 

This refers to utterances that show inability to comply with the interlocutor’s 

request. Utterances such as 我不會送(餐) wo buhui song(can) ‘I can’t deliver (the 

meal)’ belong in this category. 

D. Reason 

This refers to the explanations or justifications given by the speaker for 

noncompliance. Examples like 這是我的 zhe shi wode ‘This is mine’ or 我不喜歡送

信 wo bu xihuan song xin ‘I don’t like to deliver a mail’ are included in this category. 

E. Alternative 

Alternative refers to the utterances suggesting a different course of action. 

Utterances such as 大家一起(做) dajia yiqi “Let’s do it togother” after the request 你

做軌道 ni zuo guidao ‘you build the track’ are classified as alternatives. The refuser 

shows noncompliance by suggesting an alternative related to the request. 

F. Counterclaim 

A counterclaim happens when the speaker refuses the request by repeating the 

interlocutor’s plan of action as the speaker’s own plan of action. For example, when a 

requester wanted a certain toy and made a request 給我 gei wo “Give it to me,” the 

refuser used the same utterance 給我 gei wo “Give it to me” as his own request in 

order to show noncompliance. 
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G. Conditional acceptance 

This refers to the utterances which indicate that the refusee’s plan of action will be 

accepted under certain conditions. For instance, when the child asked for a block, the 

refuser responded 那你還我一個 na ni huan wo yige “Then you have to give me one 

back” to indicate that the request would not be accepted until the condition was met. 

H. Dissuade interlocutor  

This type of refusal attempts to persuade the refusee to give up his or her action 

plan. Threats or statements of negative consequences, guilt trips (pointing out things 

the refusee failed to do in the past), criticizing, and asking for rewards are methods 

the refuser employs to dissuade the interlocutor. For example, when one child said 

that he wanted to ride the horse, the refuser responded 你騙人 ni pian ren ‘You lied 

to me’ because the requester had promised that he would not touch the toy horse. The 

refuser criticized the requester in hopes of persuading him to give up the request. 

I. Avoidance — verbal  

This refers to utterances that avoid a direct response to a proposed course of action. 

Postponement such as 等一下 dengyixia “wait a minute” and changing the topic are 

included in this category. 

J. Avoidance — nonverbal 

The speaker sometimes uses nonverbal avoidance as a way of refusing. For 
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instance, they may remain silent, concentrate on doing something, or walk away from 

the interlocutor. No verbal response is provided at all.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Framework of refusal analysis 
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Chapter 4 

Data Analysis 

 

4.1 Children’s use of refusal strategies  

 The data show a total of 222 refusals in 11 hours of observation. The frequency 

of refusals was 20.2 per hour. In terms of directness, children tended to apply indirect 

strategies when refusing others. Table 2 illustrates the frequency of the use of direct 

and indirect refusals.  

Table 2. Frequency of direct and indirect strategies  

Direct/ Indirect strategy Number of tokens Percentage (%) 

Direct refusal  83 32.55 

Indirect refusal  172 67.45 

   

Total  255 100 

The frequency of the use of indirect refusal strategies is 67.45%, while the use of 

direct refusal is only 32.55%. The result indicates that children attempted to use 

indirect strategies to mitigate the threat to interlocutor’s face caused by refusals. In 

order to understand children’s performance of refusals more thoroughly, the frequency 

of different refusal strategies was examined, as shown in table 3. 
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Table 3. Frequency of refusal strategies  

Strategy Number of tokens Percentage (%) 

Simple negation 81 31.76 

Reason 68 26.67 

Avoidance — nonverbal  34 13.33 

Alternative 28 10.98 

Avoidance — verbal  24 9.41 

Dissuasion 12 4.71 

Conditional acceptance 2 0.78 

Negated ability 2 0.78 

Counterclaim 2 0.78 

Physical force 2 0.78 

Total  255 100 

 

 Table 3 presents the frequency of refusal strategies children employed when 

refusing their peers’ plans of action. The total number of tokens is 255 because there 

were 32 refusals containing more than one strategy. The results indicate that children 

can apply a variety of strategies to refuse others. Ten types of strategies were found to 

be used by children. The two most dominant strategies were Simple negation and 

Reason, which combined accounted for more than half of all refusal strategies used by 

the children. Other strategies such as Verbal and Nonverbal avoidance, Alternatives, 

Dissuasion, Conditional acceptance, Negated ability, Counterclaim, and Physical 

force were also used. The qualitative analysis of these refusal strategies is provided in 

the following sections. 
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4.1.1 Simple negation 

Among the strategies, Simple negation (31.76%) was the most frequently used. 

The commonly used linguistic forms are buxing and buyao. The following example 

illustrates how a child uses a direct refusal with his peer: 

Example 1: JUN and CAI are playing with blocks. 

1.   JUN: 借我一個就好了. 

‘Just lend me one [block].’ 

 2. CAI: 不行. 

‘No.’ 

 In example 1, JUN asked CAI to lend him one block, and CAI refused him with 

a Simple negation: 不行 buxing ‘No’. Simple negation is the most explicit strategy, 

and thus can be very effective in conveying noncompliance. However, Simple 

negation is considered impolite since the speaker does nothing to minimize the threat 

to the face of the hearer. Using this kind of direct refusal suggests that the child is 

focusing on his or her own unwillingness and does not take the hearer’s face into 

account. 

4.1.2 Reason 

Aside from Simple negation, the children also refused by giving reasons fairly 

often (26.67%). Some studies in adults’ interactions suggested that the only way in 

which a request may be refused with reasonable politeness is to give an account 

(Goffman, 1976). From the reasons provided by children, we found that some are 
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self-oriented while some are nonself-oriented. Self-oriented reasons refer to reasons 

which mainly demonstrate the speaker’s own needs, feelings, or desires. Example 2 

demonstrates how the child used a self-oriented reason to refuse the listener’s request. 

In example 2, LIN asked NIN to build a house with her. However, NIN refused her 

with a self-oriented reason that he wanted to build something else — a triangle. In 

terms of perspective-taking ability, the child seemed to concentrate on his own desire 

and therefore revealed that although he understood the hearer’s need for a reason for 

the refusal, he still cared more about his own desire and thought from his own 

viewpoint. 

Example 2 

1. LIN:  我們做房屋. 

   ‘Let’s build a house.’ 

 2. NIN: 我要做三角形. 

   ‘I want to build a triangle.’ 

 By contrast, nonself-oriented reasons refer to social rules, regulations, or others’ 

feelings. Consider example 3. 

Example 3 

 1. JUN: 我也要玩. 

    ‘I want to play, too.’ 

 2. LIN: 這邊只能兩個人玩. 

 ‘Only two people can play here.’ 

 Instead of stating her own needs or feelings, LIN rationalized her refusal by 

citing a regulation that only two people were allowed to play in that classroom. 

Because a regulation is beyond one’s control, providing such a reason implies that the 
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speaker is not refusing deliberately. Therefore, the speaker can avoid the risk of 

causing the hearer to lose face. 

 The results showed that children assumed others have reasons for saying what 

they say. Therefore, one cannot just say no. A simple no was not accepted by most 

children as sufficient. The refuser is expected to give an explanation for 

noncompliance. The reason for failing to comply would be queried if not provided by 

the refuser, as shown in example 4. DOR wanted to watch TV, however, SAL refused 

her request with a direct refusal without giving any reason. DOR did not accept her 

refusal and queried about her reasons for noncompliance. After SAL supplied her with 

a reason for refusing, DOR finally accepted it.  

Example 4 

1. DOR: 我想 [/] 我想 <看電視> [>]. 

   ‘I want . . . I want to watch TV.’ 

2. SAL: 不行. 

   ‘No.’ 

3. DOR: 為什麼? 

   ‘Why?’ 

 4. SAL: 因為這 [= a toy remote control] 是我的. 

     ‘Because this [toy remote control] is mine.’ 

4.1.3 Nonverbal avoidance  

Children sometimes use nonverbal avoidance such as remaining silent when 

refusing. Nonverbal avoidance (13.33%) was commonly used as refusal by children. 

However, few studies have paid attention to this strategy. The reason lies in the 
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different methods of data collection. Previous studies used experiments or 

questionnaires such as Discourse Completion Test to elicit children’s refusal. Such 

important strategies never appear under those methods and are thus neglected. 

Therefore, it is proved that naturally obtained data provide us with a better way to 

understand children’s authentic refusal performance.  

In our data, children sometimes ignored the request and kept doing what they are 

doing or even walked away from the requester without giving any response. Example 

5 illustrates how children used nonverbal avoidance to refuse a request.  

Example 5  

 1. ZHI:  那個拿過來. 

    ‘Bring that to me.’ 

 2. JUN: 0 [% 繼續玩玩具]. 

    0 [% keeps playing with the toy] 

In example 5, ZHI asked JUN to bring her the block. ZHI’s request was clear and loud; 

however, JUN ignored her request. He simply remained silent and kept playing with 

his toy, hoping that ZHI will give up her request.   

Remaining silent is considered impolite because it shows no respect to the hearer. 

It makes the hearer feel that his or her request is not only being refused but even 

worse, neglected. However, children applied this strategy when they could not think 

of a better way to refuse the interlocutor. From the data collected, we discovered that 

this strategy is often used when the request was repeated even though the child had 
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previously refused. The refuser chose to keep silent and let the hearer give up the 

request.  

4.1.4 Alternative 

 Children sometimes suggested an alternative proposal to distract the hearer from 

continuing to pursue his or her original intent (10.98%). According to Chen et al. 

(1995), alternatives provide a way to avoid a direct confrontation. They also pointed 

out that providing an alternative can preserve the hearer’s face by showing the 

speaker’s concern for the hearer’s need. And therefore, alternatives in refusal reflect 

the notion of respectfulness and modesty in the Chinese conception of politeness. 

Example 6 shows how an alternative was used as a refusal.  

Example 6 

1. JUN: 這個 [= two blocks] 給我. 

   ‘Give me these [blocks].’ 

2. JUN: 這個是我發現的. 

   ‘I found them first.’ 

 3. NIN: 那我們一人一個. 

    ‘Then we each get one.’ 

 In example 6 JUN wanted to have the two blocks in NIN’s hand. JUN not only 

used an imperative request but also provided the reason that he found the blocks first. 

NIN then refused to give back the blocks but tried to negotiate with JUN. NIN 

proposed an alternative that each of them could have one of the blocks. This example 

reveals that NIN had the ability of taking another’s needs into consideration. He 
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understood that JUN wanted the blocks, and he tried to respond to that desire 

accordingly. He showed his sincerity and concern for the hearer’s need. In addition, 

the reason that NIN offered an alternative here may be that JUN had provided him 

with a reason. NIN realized that it would be difficult to refuse JUN. Therefore, he 

offered an alternative that could satisfy both speakers; they could each get one block. 

The refusal then was carried out successfully. 

4.1.5 Verbal avoidance 

 Children sometimes used verbal avoidance (9.41%) to show refusal. According 

to Chen et al. (1995), any act occurring immediately after an initiating act is taken as a 

meaningful responding act; therefore, avoiding a direct positive response indicates 

refusal. Although verbal avoidance is an indirect strategy, it can still be perceived as 

being impolite. The most commonly used method is postponement. Children often 

used 等一下 deng yixia ‘wait a minute’ to avoid confrontation. Other linguistic 

forms such as “I have to think about it” were also used by children to postpone 

compliance, as shown in example 7. 

Example 7 

1. LIN:  你當我哥 # 然後我當你的姐. 

   ‘You’ll be my brother, and I’ll be your sister.’ 

2. LIN:  這樣可以嗎? 

   ‘Is this OK?’ 

 3. JUN: 我要考慮. 

     ‘I’ll have to think about it.’ 
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 In example 7, LIN asked JUN to pretend to be her brother. Instead of refusing 

LIN directly, JUN used the postponement “I’ll have to think about it” to avoid direct 

confrontation. From the results, we discovered that sometimes when children said 

“wait a minute,” they really meant it; they did fulfill the request afterward. However, 

most of time, they just used postponement as a way of letting the hearer give up his or 

her desire. 

 Children also used topic switching to refuse the hearer. Example 8 demonstrates 

how the child tried to change the topic in response to the request.  

Example 8 

1. CAI: 我們玩這個. 

     ‘Let’s play with this.’ 

 2. NIN: /ei/你看 [% 把玩具丟出去]. 

     ‘Look!’ [% throwing another toy] 

 

When CAI asked NIN to play with a certain toy together, NIN threw another toy 

out to distract CAI. In this interaction NIN avoided refusing directly and successfully 

distracted the hearer from his own request. CAI forgot his request, and they played 

with the toy that NIN threw. 

4.1.6 Dissuade interlocutor 

 There are many ways to dissuade the interlocutor, such as mentioning negative 

consequences, asking for a reward, or criticizing. Take example 9 for instance. SHI 

asked SAL to play the game of rolling together. SAL first refused the request directly 
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by saying buyao. Then she tried to dissuade SHI by telling him that playing that game 

is not beneficial to him since the game is not fun. SAL was trying to let SHI know that 

she refused because she thought that it would be better for SHI to give up on the 

original plan. Using such a strategy shows that the speaker not only tried to mitigate 

the threat to the hearer’s face but also expressed consideration for the hearer’s benefit. 

The speaker shifted the focus of the refusing act from the refuser to the hearer. If SHI 

didn’t want to play a boring game, he would have to play something else. 

Example 9 

1. SHI:  我們來玩 # 滾滾遊戲. 

   ‘Let’s play the rolling game.’ 

2. SAL: 不要啦. 

   ‘No.’ 

3. SAL: 那樣子不好玩. 

   ‘That’s not fun.’ 

 4. SAL: 不好玩啦. 

     ‘Not fun.’ 

 Besides mentioning a negative consequence of the request, children also used 

other ways to dissuade the interlocutor, such as criticizing the request or the requester. 

Consider example 10. 

Example 10 

1. NIN: 我需要電話 [% 拿走地上的玩具電話]. 

‘I need the phone.’ [% takes away the toy phone that was on 

the floor] 

2. NIN: 我需要. 

   ‘I need [it].’ 
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 3. LIN:  /ei -:/你是怎樣阿. 

     ‘What’s wrong with you?’ 

 

In example 10, LIN found a toy phone and put it on the floor. NIN asked for the 

toy phone and before LIN responded to his request, NIN had already taken away the 

phone. LIN became angry and criticized NIN’s action by saying, “what’s wrong with 

you.” Unlike the use of dissuasion in example 9, here the criticism was very impolite. 

This kind of usage often occurred when the requester did something which irritated 

the requestee, such as taking away something without permission or breaking one’s 

promise. 

4.1.7 Conditional acceptance 

 Only two examples were found in the data that included conditional acceptance 

(0.78%). This strategy shows that the request could be accepted only under a certain 

condition. Example 11 shows how the child used conditional acceptance to refuse the 

hearer. 

Example 11 

1. JUN: 我需要一個 [= block]. 

   ‘I need one [block].’ 

 2. CAI: 那你還我一個 [= block]. 

     ‘Then you have to give me one back.’ 

 In example 11, the children were building cars. JUN asked CAI to give him one 

block. However, CAI said that only if JUN gave him one block back, he would accept 

the request. Using conditional acceptance reveals that the speaker understands the 
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requester’s need, however, the request is not accepted under the current circumstances. 

Conditional acceptance also leaves the door open for future compliance.  

4.1.8 Negated ability 

 Children expressed that they were not able to accomplish the request as a refusal 

strategy (0.78%). Take Example 12, for instance. The children pretended that they 

were working in a restaurant. DOR asked SAL to deliver meals to the customer. SAL 

refused to do it by saying that she didn’t know how to deliver the meals. 

Example 12 

1. DOR: 你來送餐. 

‘You deliver the meals.’ 

 2. SAL: 啊我不會送. 

    ‘Oh, I don’t know how to deliver [the meals].’ 

 

Negating one’s ability to comply with the request indicates that the speaker did 

not refuse deliberately. The speaker has to refuse because he or she is unable to 

accomplish the request, even if willing. This kind of strategy expresses the speaker’s 

concern about the requester’s need and also indicates the speaker’s willingness to help 

meet the requester’s desire. Negating one’s ability also negates the presupposition 

underlying the request that the speaker believes the hearer is able to do something. 

Therefore, applying this strategy can successfully make the requester give up the 

request. 
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4.1.9 Counterclaim 

 When children use counterclaim as a refusal strategy, they not only express their 

noncompliance but also propose their own request at the same time. Consider 

example 13. 

Example 13 

1. LIN:  <我要用> [/] 我當挖土機 [% 拿走玩具挖土機]. 

‘I want to use . . . I will be the digger.’ [% takes away the toy 

digger] 

 2. JUN: 我當挖土機. 

     ‘I will be the digger.’ 

 In example 13 LIN and JUN both want to take the toy digger. Therefore, when 

LIN requested it, JUN refused her request by proposing the same request immediately. 

When children are eager to obtain the same thing as the requester, they may not care 

about the hearer’s needs or make any effort to diminish the threat to the hearer’s face. 

This is considered an impolite strategy, and only a few examples (0.78%) were found 

in our data. 

4.1.10 Physical force 

The results showed that children not only relied on verbal refusals, they 

sometimes used more aggressive ways to show noncompliance. Physical force (0.78%) 

was observed when the child who made the request had already taken the object he 

requested before getting permission, as shown in example 14. The refuser then used 

physical force — in this case, grabbing to take back the object. 
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Example 14 

*JUN: 給我 [% 伸手拿玩具]. 

    ‘Give it to me’ [% reaches for the toy] 

 *NIN: 0 [% 搶回玩具]. 

    0 [% grabs the toy back] 

 However, there were only two refusals in our data in which physical force was 

used. Children at this age are already capable of using language most of the time to 

show refusal. 

4.1.11 Combination of refusal strategies 

 As discovered in the existing literature of adults’ refusals, refusal strategies often 

occur in combination. Children also occasionally combine several refusal strategies 

when refusing. Table 4 displays the frequency of the number of refusal strategies 

children used in one refusal. 

Table 4. Frequency of the number of refusal strategies in one response 

Number of refusal strategies Tokens Percentage (%) 

One  190 86 

Two  31 13.5 

Three 1 0.5 

Total  222 100 

 As table 4 shows, children’s refusals tend to be simple and short, which accords 

with the previous studies (Wu, 2010; Yang, 2003). In our data, children usually 

applied only one strategy for refusing (86%). However, they sometimes used two 

(13.5%) or three strategies (0.5%) in one refusal. They combined different kinds of 
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strategies to mitigate the threat to the hearer’s face. Table 5 demonstrates the 

frequency of the combination of strategies children applied in our data.  

Table 5. Frequency of the different combination of strategies  

Combination of strategies Tokens  Percentage (%) 

   

Simple negation + Reason  16 50.1 

Simple negation + Alternative 5 15.6 

Simple negation + Dissuasion  1 3.1 

Simple negation + Counterclaim 1 3.1 

Counterclaim + Reason 1 3.1 

Postponement + Reason 3 9.4 

Reason + Alternative 3 9.4 

Alternative  + Dissuade interlocutor  1 3.1 

Simple negation + Reason + Alternative 1 3.1 

   

Total  32 100 

 From table 5, we discover that children liked to combine direct with indirect 

strategies, such as Simple negation with a Reason, an Alternative, or Dissuasion 

interlocutor. These combinations showed that after children stated their 

noncompliance clearly by using direct refusal, they also provided other indirect 

strategies to diminish the force brought by direct refusal. Among these combinations, 

using Simple negation with Reason was the most commonly used combination (50%). 

Consider example 15. 

Example 15 

1. SHI:  我要跟你換槍. 

   ‘I want to trade guns with you.’ 

 2. SAL: 不行 
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    ‘No.’ 

 3. SAL:  這是我先拿到的. 

     ‘I had this first.’ 

 In example 15, SHI and SAL were playing with toy guns. SHI wanted the gun 

that SAL was playing with. Therefore, he requested SAL to exchange toy guns with 

him. SAL first refused directly, and then she offered a reason for noncompliance. By 

using these two strategies at the same time, SAL not only expressed her 

noncompliance clearly but also showed an effort to preserve SHI’s face. SAL 

understood his need for a reason and mitigated the threat to his face.  

 Aside from the combination of direct and indirect strategies, children also used 

two indirect strategies to show refusal. Example 16 demonstrates how the child 

combined Reason with Alternative to refuse a request.  

Example 16 

1. LIN:  你當仲介. 

   ‘You be the agent.’ 

 2. NIN: 我今天已經當了好幾百次. 

    ‘I have already been the agent hundreds of times today.’ 

 3. NIN: 當郵差吧. 

    ‘Let’s be postal carriers.’ 

 In example 16, LIN asked NIN to be an agent in the game of pretend. NIN 

refused the request by providing the reason that he had already pretended to be an 

agent too many times. He then offered an alternative that he could be a postal carrier. 

NIN took LIN’s need into consideration. Chen et al. (1995) found that the 
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reason-alternative combination is the most frequently used strategy by adults. They 

explained that this combination showed the speaker’s attempt to attend to both the 

speaker’s and the hearer’s face. Reason is speaker-oriented. It focuses on emphasizing 

the speaker’s noncompliance. Alternative is hearer-oriented, focusing on the 

satisfaction of the hearer’s goals. Although the number of tokens was small, children’s 

application of this combination indicates that children had learned a way to take care 

of both their own and the hearer’s needs. 

4.2 Children’s Refusal Strategy by Speakers’ Gender  

 In order to examine the influence of gender on children’s choice of refusal 

strategies, we first compared the frequency of different strategies boys and girls 

applied when refusing. The interlocutor’s gender is not taken into consideration here. 

Table 6 shows the frequency of different strategies used by boys and girls.  

Table 6. Frequency of refusal strategies by speakers’ gender  

Strategy Female % Male % 

Simple negation 47 41.59 34 23.94 

Physical force 1 0.88 1 0.70 

Alternative  11 9.73 17 11.97 

Avoidance-nonverbal 3 2.65 31 21.83 

Conditional acceptance 1 0.88 1 0.70 

Counterclaim 1 0.88 1 0.70 

Dissuade interlocutor 7 6.19 5 3.52 

Negated ability 1 0.88 1 0.70 

Avoidance –verbal 6 5.31 18 12.68 

Reason 35 30.97 33 23.24 

Total  113 100 142 100 
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Table 6 reveals that both boys and girls applied all ten kinds of refusal strategies 

we have classified. However, the frequency of their application of these strategies is 

different. Girls mainly relied on the strategies of simple negation (41.59%) and reason 

(30.97%) when refusing other people most of the time, while boys not only used 

simple negation (23.94%) and reason (23.24%) but also applied nonverbal avoidance 

(21.83%) frequently. Both genders relied on indirect strategies more frequently when 

refusing their friends. However, the results indicate that girls are more direct than 

boys since they used much more simple negation than boys did. Boys, on the other 

hand, tend to use more indirect strategies such as avoidance (both verbal and 

nonverbal) more often when they refused others.  

Though girls tend to be more direct, it does not mean that they are rude all the 

time. When refusing directly, they also applied other strategies after simple negation.  

Table 7 presents the frequency of the use of simple negation and the use of simple 

negation combined with other strategies by gender.  

Table 7. The frequency of the use of simple negation combined with other strategies 

by speakers’ gender 

Strategy Female % Male % 

Simple negation 29 61.70 28 82.35 

Simple negation + alternative 3 6.38 2 5.88 

Simple negation+ counterclaim 0 0.00 1 2.94 

Simple negation + dissuade interlocutor  1 2.13 0 0.00 

Simple negation + reason  13 27.66 3 8.82 

Simple negation + reason+ alternative 1 2.13 0 0.00 

Total  47 100.00 34 100.00 
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 When we compared the use of simple negation by boys and girls, we found that 

girls tend to combine simple negation with other strategies (approximately 40%), such 

as alternative or reason, more often than boys do (approximately 20%). Girls 

preferred to state their refusals clearly first and then used other strategies to diminish 

the threat to the hearer’s face. Boys, on the other hand, although used less simple 

negation as their refusal strategy, when they did, they simply used it alone.  

 In girls’ application of combining simple negation and reason, there is a tendency 

that the reasons they provided were nonself-oriented reasons. Example 17 illustrates 

how the girl refused the boy by combining simple negation and reason. The boy NIN 

and the girl LIN were building a house with blocks. There were several sets of blocks 

they could use. NIN took a block and asked LIN to use the one he found. LIN refused 

his request with a simple negation ‘no’ and a reason ‘the block does not belong here,’ 

which means the block belonged to another set of blocks. Instead of expressing her 

personal feeling or desire in the reason, she chose a fact or a rule to justify her refusal. 

The application of nonself-oriented reason can make the interlocutor feels that the 

speaker does not only concern about their own feeling or desire. The speaker refuses 

because of the rules or facts which they cannot control or alter. The refusal is then 

seemed to be made unintentionally and therefore the threat to the interlocutor’s face is 

decreased.  
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 Example 17 

  1. NIN: 用這個用這個吧. 

     ‘Use this. Use this.’ 

   2. LIN:  不行. 

     ‘No.’ 

  3. LIN:  這一個不是這邊的.  

     ‘This does not belong here.’ 

 Another gender difference is found in the application of combined strategies.  

Table 8 summaries the frequency of the number of strategies boys and girls produced 

in one refusal.  

Table 8. Frequency of the number of refusal strategies in one response by speakers’ 

gender 

 Female Male 

Number of refusal strategies Tokens % Token % 

One  71 77.17 118 90.77 

Two  20 21.74 12 9.23 

Three 1 1.09 0 0 

Total  92 100 130 100 

 From table 8, it is found that only about 10% of the refusal produced by boys 

contained more than two refusal strategies, while about 22% of the refusals produced 

by girls consisted of more than two strategies. The result can be seemed as consistent 

with Yang’s (2003) study which found that girls generated more words in refusal 

responses than boys did. Girls make more efforts to produce a refusal by combining 

different strategies. Boys tend to rely on only one refusal strategy whatever they 

chose.  
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4.3 Children’s Refusal Strategies by Speakers’ and Interlocutors’ Gender 

 After examining the children’s refusal strategies produced by boys and girls, we 

found that girls used more direct strategies than boys did. However, we still do not 

know if they performed differently when refusing people of different gender. 

Therefore, the influence of interlocutors’ gender is investigated by examining the 

frequency of refusal strategies children chose to refuse interlocutors of different 

gender. Table 9 illustrates the frequency of children’s refusal strategies by both 

speakers’ and interlocutors’ gender.  

Table 9. Frequency of Children’s Refusal Strategies by Speakers’ and Interlocutors’ 

Gender  

Strategy FF % FM % MM % MF % 

Simple negation 19 34.55 28 48.28 17 22.97 17 25.00 

Physical force 1 1.82 0 0.00 1 1.35 0 0.00 

Alternative  5 9.09 6 10.34 12 16.22 5 7.35 

Avoidance-nonverbal 0 0.00 3 5.17 11 14.86 20 29.41 

Conditional acceptance 0 0.00 

1.82 

1 1.72 1 1.35 0 0.00 

Counterclaim 1 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 1.47 

Dissuade interlocutor 5 9.09 2 3.45 4 5.41 1 1.47 

Negated ability 1 1.82 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 1.47 

Avoidance –verbal 

Reason 

4 

19 

7.27 

34.55 

2 

16 

3.44 

27.59 

10 

18 

13.52 

24.32 

8 

15 

11.76 

22.06 

Total  55 100.00 58 100.00 74 100.00 68 100.00 

(FF= females refuse females, FM= females refuse males, MM= males refuse males, 

MF= males refuse females) 

The results indicate that children tend to apply different refusal strategies when 

refusing interlocutors of different gender. The frequency of the use of strategies 
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suggests that children took interlocutors’ gender into account when choosing refusal 

strategies. In terms of girls’ refusal strategies, girls mainly relied on two kinds of 

strategies which are simple negation (34.55%) and reason (34.55%) most of the time 

when refusing girls. However, they became more direct when refusing boys. They 

applied simple negation (48.28%) as their major refusal strategy. Reasons were less 

used when refusing boys than refusing girls. They stated their refusal directly and 

clearly. When the refusal was not taken seriously by their interlocutor, they even got 

angry, as shown in example 18.  

 Example 18 

 1. JUN: 我要闖進去喔. 

    ‘I am going to break into (the house).’ 

 2. ZHI: 不行. 

   ‘No.’ 

 %sit: 男生闖進蓋的積木房子 

   JUN breaks into the house built by blocks. 

 3. ZHI:  /ei/你是有神經病喔? 

    ‘/ei/ Are you having a mental problem?’ 

In example 18, the boy JUN wanted to break into the house built by blocks. The girl 

ZHI refused his request directly by using a simple negation. However, JUN did not 

listen to her refusal and still insisted to do what he wanted. Therefore, ZHI got angry 

and scolded JUN directly.  

Different from girls who mainly relied on two strategies, boys used various 

refusal strategies such as reason (24.32%), simple negation (22.97%), alternatives 
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(16.22%), and avoidance (both verbal and nonverbal) to refuse other boys. Among 

these frequently used strategies, alternatives are especially more frequently used by 

boys when refusing other boys than refusing girls. The percentage of alternatives used 

by boys to refuse other boys is also much higher than by girls to refuse both boys and 

girls.  

Example 19 

1. JUN: 快點阿你先. 

   ‘Hurry up. You go first.’ 

  2.  CAI: 我們一起先. 

   ‘Let’s go first together.’ 

3. JUN: 好. 

   ‘OK.’ 

In example 19, the boys were having a contest that whoever threw the blocks 

through the door won. JUN asked CAI to go first because he needed more time to aim. 

CAI did not want to accept the request but proposed an alternative that they could 

throw the blocks at the same time. In this refusal, we can see that CAI paid attention 

to JUN’s needs and tried to accomplish his need in the way that both of them won’t 

lose too much what they desired. CAI’s respect and consideration was understood by 

JUN and therefore CAI’s refusal was accepted. The final agreement was also 

achieved.  

In mixed-gender situations, the strategy which boys applied the most frequently 

is nonverbal avoidance (29.41%), namely, they just remained silent. They also chose 
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simple negation (25%) and reason (22.06%) as their refusal strategies quite frequently. 

The use of nonverbal avoidance by boys when refusing girls stands out in our data 

since girls seldom chose it as their refusal strategy and even boys used much less 

nonverbal avoidance when facing other boys. Example 20 demonstrates how boys 

used nonverbal avoidance to refuse girls.  

Example 20 

1. LIN:  趕快來接車. 

    ‘Hurry up, come to connect the car.’  

 2. NIN: 0 [= ignore]. 

3.  LIN:  趕快繼續接. 

    ‘Hurry up, continue connecting.’  

 4. NIN:  0 [= ignore]. 

 

 %sit: they played separately for a while 

 

5. LIN:  趕快接這個啦! 

    ‘Hurry up, connect this one!’ 

6. LIN:  你不是說要一起接? 

    ‘Don’t you say that we will connect (this) together?’ 

 7. NIN: 0 [= ignore]. 

In example 20, the children were playing with blocks separately. They had an 

agreement that they would build the railroad with blocks together few minutes ago. 

However, NIN, the boy, concentrated on building his own car. Therefore, LIN asked 

NIN to build the railroad with her. LIN’s request was loud and clear enough that NIN 

must have heard the request. However, NIN remained silent and ignored the request. 

He kept building his own blocks. Receiving no response, LIN requested again. NIN 
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still used the same strategy to show his refusal and said nothing. This time, LIN 

understood his refusal and stopped her request. It seemed that LIN had given up the 

request but in fact she still wanted NIN to follow her request. Therefore, after they 

played and talked about something else for a while, she proposed her request again.  

 LIN brought the topic back to her original request and even reminded NIN of his 

previous promise. However, NIN applied the same strategy which is keeping silent to 

refuse LIN. The reason that boys applied nonverbal avoidance could be that they want 

to avoid the possible conflict caused by a clear refusal. They may use their silence or 

their leaving to pretend that they didn’t hear the request. And hope that the hearer will 

give up their requests then. This refusal strategy, however, sometimes fail to let the 

interlocutor give up the request especially when the interlocutors are girls. Girls 

seemed to be persistent in making their requests fulfilled. When they did not receive a 

clear refusal, they just kept brought out their request again and again as example 20 

shown. Therefore, in our data, quite a few nonverbal avoidances made by boys were 

aimed to refuse the same requests brought by girls again and again.   

 The influence of gender is also found in children’s application of combined 

strategies. Table 10 demonstrates the frequency of the use of combined strategies by 

speakers’ and interlocutors’ gender.  
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Table 10. Frequency of the number of refusal strategies in one response by speakers’ 

and interlocutos’ gender 

 FF FM MM MF 

Number of refusal 

strategies 

Tokens % Tokens % Tokens % Tokens % 

One  38 82.61 34 73.91 56 90.32 62 91.18 

Two  7 15.22 12 26.09 6 9.68 6 8.82 

Three 1 2.17 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total  46 100 46 100 62 100 68 100 

(FF= females refuse females, FM= females refuse males, MM= males refuse males, 

MF= males refuse females) 

As we have mentioned in the previous section, girls used combined refusal 

strategies more often than boys did. When comparing boys’ and girls’ refusal to 

interlocutors’ of different gender, it is found that girls used more than one strategy to 

refuse boys (26.09%) than to girls (17.39%). Boys, on the other hand, seldom used 

combined refusal strategies when refusing both boys and girls. However, when they 

did apply more than one strategy, the combination of strategies was different when the 

interlocutor’s gender was different as shown in table 11.  
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Table 11. Frequency of the different combination of strategies by speakers’ and 

interlocutors’ gender 

Combination of 

strategies  

FF % FM % MF % MM % 

ALT+ DIS 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 16.67 

ALT+ REA 0 0 1 8.33 1 16.67 1 16.67 

COU+ REA 1 12.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SIM+ ALT 1 12.5 2 16.67 0 0 2 33.33 

SIM+ COU 0 0 0 0 1 16.67 

0 

0 0 

SIM+ DIS 0 0 1 8.33 0 

3 

0 0 

SIM+ REA 5 62.5 8 66.67 50 0 0 

SIM+ REA+ ALT 1 12.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AVO+ REA 0 0 0 0 1 16.66 2 33.33 

Total  8 100 12 100 6 0 6 0 

(FF= females refuse females, FM= females refuse males, MM= males refuse males, 

MF= males refuse females; ALT= alternative, DIS= dissuade interlocutor, REA= 

reason, COU= counterclaim, SIM=simple negation, AVO= verbal avoidance) 

 Boys combined direct and indirect strategies in their refusal, for example, they 

combined simple negation with reason when refusing other boys. They attempted to 

diminish the force of direct refusal toward interlocutor’s face by adding an indirect 

strategy. When they were refusing girls, they applied the same strategy; however, they 

were even more indirect. They combined two indirect strategies in one refusal more 

frequently, for example, alternative with dissuade interlocutor or reason, and verbal 

avoidance with reason. As we mentioned before, girls applied combined refusal 

strategies more frequently than boys, especially when refusing boys. From table 11, 

we can see that there is no significant difference in girl’s choice of combined 

strategies when the interlocutors’ genders are different. The most frequently used 
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combination of strategy is simple negation plus reason when they refused both boys 

and girls. Girls used a lot more simple negation when refusing others than boys did as 

we pointed out previously; however, it seemed that they sometimes wanted to 

decrease the threat of simple negation to interlocutor’s face by providing reasons to 

explain why they said no.  

After comparing the refusal strategies produced by boys and girls when facing 

interlocutors of different genders, we found that both speakers’ and interlocutors’ 

gender are the important factors that influence children’s choice. If we only take 

speaker’s gender into consideration, some important phenomena may be neglected. 

By examining same-gender and cross-gender interaction, we discovered that children 

performed differently according to their interlocutors’ gender. The difference not only 

lies in the directness of refusal but also in the strategies they chose. Girls adopted 

more direct refusals than boys did in same-gender interactions. In the cross-gender 

interactions, girls became even more direct. About half of their refusals were 

performed by using simple negation. Boys, on the other hand, preferred using 

nonverbal avoidance when making refusals. In addition, girls used more combined 

refusal strategies than boys, especially when refusing boys. In sum, although there is a 

tendency that children choose indirect refusal strategies when refusing their peers, 

when we examined the factor of gender, boys were found to be even more indirect 
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comparing to girls. 

4.4 Children’s refusal sequence  

 When one makes a refusal, several situations will occur. One is that the refusal is 

immediately perceived and accepted by the interlocutor. The interlocutor then gives 

up their request. Another is that the interlocutor does not accept the refusal and once 

more reformulates or justifies their request. The refuser may either accept the request 

or refuse again. Most of the refusals in our data were accepted immediately by the 

interlocutors. However, there are still situations that interlocutors did not drop their 

request. They tried to convince the refuser by giving further explanation. Example 21 

illustrates this kind of situation.  

Example 21 

1. JUN: 你當哥哥我當爸爸. 

   ‘You will be the older brother and I will be the father.’ 

2. NIN: 不要啦. 

   ‘No.’ 

3. JUN: 哥哥很強喔. 

   ‘Brother is very strong.’ 

4. JUN: 寫功課寫很快. 

   ‘He can do the homework very fast.’ 

5. NIN: 喔好阿. 

   ‘Oh, OK.’ 

JUN and NIN were role-playing. JUN asked NIN to play the role of older brother. 

NIN first refused the request by using simple negation. Although the simple negation 

is quite direct, the force is slightly mitigated by adding the sentence final particle la. 
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JUN received the refusal clearly; however, he did not want to give up his request. He 

further explained the advantage of playing the role of the older brother and intended 

to convince NIN to accept the request. He explained that the older brother is very 

strong in doing homework. He can write his homework very fast. NIN then accepted 

the request happily after realizing the advantages of playing the role. In this example, 

the interlocutor convinced the refuser successfully and the possible conflict is solved 

in only three turns.  

 Sometimes, a successful refuse takes more efforts. In example 22 JUN refused 

three times in order to achieve what he wanted.  

Example 22 

1. CAI: 你收那邊我幫你收這邊. 

‘You tidy up (the blocks) over there and I help you tidy up (the 

blocks) here.’  

2. CAI: 好嗎? 

   ‘OK?’ 

3. JUN: 我們兩個人一起收這兩邊. Alternative  

   ‘Let’s tidy up both sides together.’ 

4. CAI: 不要你收那邊. 

   ‘No. You tidy up (the blocks) over there.’ 

5. CAI: 你收比較少耶我收比較多. 

   ‘You tidied up less blocks. I tidied up more.’ 

6. JUN: 唉呦. 

    ‘Aiyo.’  

7. JUN: 我這樣都累死了.      Reason  

   ‘I am already exhausted (tiding up these blocks).’ 

8. JUN: 那都丟到你那邊給你收     Alternative  

   ‘Then I will throw (the blocks) to your side for you to tidy up.’  

9. CAI: 唉呦. 
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   ‘Aiyo.’ 

10. CAI: 阿不然我收這邊你收那邊要不要? 

   ‘What if I tidy up this side and you tidy up that side, ok?’ 

11. JUN: 我收太久了吧.      Reason 

   ‘I have tidied up for too long.’ 

12. CAI: 要不然我收這個 [= 大積木]. 

   ‘Or, I will tidy up this one’ [= large blocks]. 

13. CAI: 這個比較慢. 

   ‘This takes much time.’ 

14. JUN: 好. 

   ‘OK.’ 

In example 22 the two children were tiding up the blocks they just played. There 

were several piles of blocks all over the room. JUN was tiding up one of the piles. 

CAI asked JUN to tidy up the piles away from them and CAI will do the other piles 

near them. The piles of blocks away from them were larger than the ones near them. 

Therefore, JUN refused to follow the request by providing an alternative that they can 

tidy up all the piles together. Facing JUN’s refusal, CAI quickly refused his 

suggestion with a direct refusal and repeated the original request again. In addition, he 

tried to justify his request by mentioning that he has tidied up more blocks than JUN 

did.  

After hearing CAI’s request and his justification, JUN realized that the force of 

request has increased. Wu (2010) found that when the power and the complexity of 

request are increased, children are more likely to use combined refusal strategies. The 

similar phenomenon is found in our example where JUN applied the combination of 

refusal strategies to reinforce his unwillingness. He first gave the reason ‘he is already 
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exhausted tiding up the blocks’ to respond CAI’s claim that JUN tidied up less blocks. 

And then he provided another alternative that he will throw all the blocks to the place 

CAI wanted to clean up. From this refusal, we can discover that JUN is getting 

tougher on his refusal since the second alternative he proposed is actually concerned 

more for his own interest than the first alternative. He showed his unwillingness 

clearly in an indirect but tough way.  

Noticing the strong unwillingness of JUN, CAI decided to change his request. He 

asked JUN to tidy up the piles away from them. JUN refused to accept the request 

again even when CAI revised the request to meet JUN’s interest. He did not want to 

tidy up the blocks anymore. Therefore, he used a reason that ‘he has tidied up the 

blocks for too long’ to refuse the request. After three times of refusal, CAI finally 

abandoned his request and told JUN that he would tidy up the large blocks by himself. 

We can see that children at this stage are capable of using skillful strategies to 

negotiate with their peers and achieve what they desire. 

The previous example showed that children kept reformulating their request 

when receiving a refusal. The refuser also changed their refusals when the request is 

reformulated. The child provided different reasons or added other strategies to 

respond to the requests. However, children did not always use such skillful strategies 

to negotiate with their peers. There are also conversations which the children simply 
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repeated their requests and refusals again and again, as shown in example 23.  

Example 23 

1. NIN: 給我. 

   ‘Give it to me.’ 

2. JUN: 唉呦你已經第二次了.     Reason  

   ‘Aiyo, you have played the second time.’ 

3. NIN: 這是我先拿到的. 

   ‘This is gotten by me first.’ 

4. NIN: 給我. 

   ‘Give it to me.’ 

5. JUN: /ei/你已經第二次了喔.     Reason  

   ‘You have played the second time.’ 

6. NIN: 這我拿到的. 

   ‘This is gotten by me.’  

7.  JUN: 這又不是你買的.      Reason  

   ‘This is not bought by you.’ 

8. NIN: 可是這是我拿到的. 

   ‘But this is gotten by me.’  

NIN and JUN both wanted to get the toy car in example 23. JUN was holding the toy 

car and NIN asked JUN to give it to him. JUN refused the request by giving a reason 

that ‘you have played with it twice.’ The reason indicated that because NIN had 

already played with the toy car twice, it should be JUN’s turn to play with it. After 

hearing JUN’s refusal, NIN tried to respond by giving another reason to justify his 

request, which was ‘I got it first.’ And then he repeated his request again. Facing 

NIN’s justification, JUN used the same reason to show his unwillingness. NIN also 

repeated his justification again to respond to the same refusal. After receiving the 

request the third time, JUN changed his refusal by giving another reason that ‘the toy 
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car is not bought by you,’ implying that everyone has the right to play with it since the 

toy car did not belong to anyone. Facing the new refusal, NIN stuck to his old 

justification and repeated it once more. From this conversation, we discover that 

children did not always use skillful and various strategies to negotiate with others as 

in example 21; they sometimes relied on repetition and insistence of their original 

refusals or requests. This kind of sequence is considered to be less mature since little 

information is added and the conversation is not going further. Therefore, the conflict 

is less likely to be settled down and the agreement is hard to be reached.  

 In the previous analysis, we found that children used more indirect refusal 

strategies than direct strategies, which indicates that they tried to mitigate the threat to 

the interlocutors’ face. They seemed to value their friendships and strived to maintain 

them. From example 24 we can see how they tried to use the concept of friendship to 

convince the interlocutor to accept the request. 

 Example 24 

 1. ZHI:  我們把兩台法拉利都用在一起好不好. 

    ‘Let’s connect the two Ferraris together, OK?’ 

 2.  CAI: 不要啦. 

    ‘No.’ 

 3. ZHI:  喂不然我不要跟你玩喔. 

    ‘Hey, otherwise I won’t play with you.’ 

 4. CAI: 不要. 

    ‘No.’ 

 5. ZHI:  我不跟你玩喔. 

    ‘Then I won’t play with you.’ 
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In example 24 ZHI proposed to connect the Ferraris they have made. CAI refused her 

request with a simple negation. ZHI then used their friendship as a threat to force CAI 

to accept the request by saying ‘otherwise I won’t play with you.’ CAI still insisted 

not to follow the request by repeating his simple negation ‘no.’ ZHI once more repeat 

that she won’t play with CAI if he did not accept the request. This kind of threat is 

used quite often in children’s conversation. Children bear the concept of friendship in 

mind and use it as a threat when they want to achieve their goals. Utterances such as 

‘otherwise I won’t play with you’ or ‘I won’t be you friend’ appeared in our data as a 

way of persuading or even forcing others to accept what the speaker wants. Most of 

the time, when children appealed to the friendship between them and their 

interlocutors, they achieved their goals successfully.  

Finally, certain refusal sequence appeared frequently in the situation which boys 

refused girls. As we mentioned in the previous section that boys tend to used more 

avoidance as their refusals, the refusal sequences in cross-gender situation often ended 

with a nonverbal avoidance, as example 25 shown. 

Example 25 

1. LIN:  你去做房屋. 

   ‘You go built a house.’ 

2. NIN: /ei/這是信耶. 

   ‘/ei/ This is a letter.’ 

3. LIN: 趕快做一個房屋啦. 

  ‘Hurry up, built a house.’ 
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 4. NIN: 0 [= 跑到窗戶邊聽外面的女生說話]. 

   0 [= runs to the window and listens to the girl talking outside]. 

LIN was carrying some blocks and tring to build a house in example 25. She asked 

NIN to build a house with her. Hearing the request, NIN applied a verbal avoidance to 

refuse her. He tried to switch the topic by showing her the letter he found. LIN did not 

accept the refusal and therefore repeated her request again. Facing the same request 

again, NIN used nonverbal avoidance to show his refusal. He simply remained silent 

and runs away from the LIN. In other similar examples, boys used other strategies as 

their first refusal; however, they relied on nonverbal avoidance in the end. They 

showed their unwillingness passively and hoped the interlocutor would abandon their 

requests.  
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Chapter 5 

Discussion and Conclusion 

 

 From analyzing the collected data, we come to know how children express 

refusals when interacting with their peers. In this chapter, we will summarize and 

discuss the major results we learned from children’s refusal performance. The refusal 

strategies children applied and how the concept of friendship related to the choice of 

these strategies will be discussed in 5.1. Children’s pragmatic and socio-cognitive 

ability reflected from their use of strategies will be examined in 5.2.The influence of 

gender in children’s choice of refusal strategies and the possible explanations will be 

discussed in 5.3 and the refusal sequences produced by children will be observed in 

5.4. Finally, the limitation of our study will be pointed out and the suggestions for 

future study will be given in 5.5. 

5.1 Children’s refusal strategies and maintenance of friendship 

 The findings showed that children applied a variety of refusal strategies, 

including direct and indirect strategies at the age of 4;7 to 5;10. There were a total of 

ten strategies identified in the data: (1) simple negation, (2) physical force, (3) 

negated ability, (4) reason, (5) alternative, (6) counterclaim, (7) conditional 

acceptance, (8) dissuade interlocutor, (9) verbal avoidance, and (10) nonverbal 
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avoidance. Among these strategies, simple negation (31.8%) and reason (26.7%) are 

the strategies children adapted most frequently. And in terms of directness, indirect 

refusals (approximately 70%) were more frequently used than direct refusals. 

Furthermore, children adopted a single strategy most of the time when refusing. 

Children’s preference for indirect refusals indicates that they tried to avoid 

confrontation with their peers. As Dunn (1996) pointed out, children may care more 

about maintaining continuous equable communication with their friends than they do 

with their family members. The reason is that children’s relationships with their 

family members do not have to be “worked at” to ensure their continuation. In 

contrast, their relationship with friends may break up if the individual does not try to 

maintain it. Compared with Wang’s research (2007) on refusals produced by a child 

aged 4;8 in mother-child talk, we discovered that children in our data applied a lot 

more indirect strategies. Although the age of the subjects in our research and Wang’s 

study were similar, the child in Wang’s study used direct refusals about sixty percent 

of the time when refusing his mother. Therefore, we can speculate that children are 

more indirect in peer talk than in mother-child conversation. Children put more effort 

into maintaining their friendships. They tried to be indirect most of the time because if 

there is no direct confrontation, conflict is less likely to be aroused.  

The interesting phenomenon we observed in refusal sequence can also be used to 
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prove that children value the friendship with their peers a lot. In the refusal sequences 

we found in children’s interaction, when children wanted to achieve their goals, they 

sometimes used the termination of friendship between them and their interlocutor as a 

threat. When this kind of threat is proposed, the interlocutor usually showed some 

compromise in their refusals. The phenomenon indicates that children bear the 

friendship in mind and strive to maintain it.  

5.2 Children’s refusal strategies and the perspective taking ability 

 By examining children’s refusal, we can gain some insight into their pragmatic 

and social-cognitive development. Children’s application of strategies such as 

alternatives, dissuade interlocutor, or conditional acceptance reveals that children 

were able to take others’ perspectives into account at this age. Take alternatives for 

example. Children understood the hearer’s need and tried to negotiate with the hearer 

by providing other ways to fulfill the request. However, compared with adults’ 

refusals, which usually employed a combination of several strategies and adjuncts to 

modify the refusal (Beebe et al, 1990; Wang, 2001), children’s refusals tend to be 

simpler and shorter. Although some uses of a combination of strategies were found in 

the data, the frequency was low. Furthermore, children seldom use adjuncts to modify 

their refusals as adults do. However, if compared with younger children who mainly 

rely on direct refusal according to the literature (Wu, 2010), children in our data are 
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more mature. They applied more indirect strategies, and the percentage of 

other-oriented arguments was higher. It shows that children were on their way to more 

adult-like refusals. 

5.3 Gender differences in Children’s Refusal Production 

It is found from previous analysis that children tend to use more indirect 

strategies to refuse others. However, when we take speakers’ gender into 

consideration, we found that girls used more direct refusals than boys did. Girls used 

more simple negation than boys while boys applied more nonverbal avoidance than 

girls. When we examined further and took both speakers’ and interlocutors’ gender 

into consideration, we discovered that both gender performed differently when their 

interlocutors’ gender were different. 

 In the same-gender interactions, girls were more direct than boys. The girls in 

our data generated more simple negations than boys did. The result contradicts to 

Yang’s (2003) study which found that girls used more alternative and avoidance than 

boys did. The difference of the findings may due to the difference in the method of 

data collection. The data in her study were collected by showing the children cartoons 

which has the situation that a refusal is needed to be performed. Children were then 

asked to pretend that they were the characters in the cartoons and tried to generate a 

refusal. Facing the researchers, the children may think more carefully than in natural 
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conversation before they made the refusal, and therefore their performance is different 

from the data we collected in natural conversations. In addition, in Yang’s study the 

situations designed involved interlocutors with different social statuses relative to the 

speaker in cartoon. The difference of interlocutors in her and our study may also cause 

the inconsistency in result.  

However, our results are consistent with Kyratzis and Guo’s (2001) study. They 

compared the conflict talk of American children and Mainland Chinese children. 

Chinese girls were observed to use the most direct strategies as American boys while 

Chinese boys applied a combination of direct and indirect strategies. They argued that 

the results in Chinese children’s conflict talk provide the evidence against the 

Separate World Hypothesis, which claims two genders developed different 

communicative styles since they mainly interact with members of their own sex. 

Therefore, boys speak more directly and forcefully while girls speak more indirect 

and use mitigated strategies. Our results also challenge the Separate World Hypothesis. 

The direct refusal strategies adapted by Taiwanese girls suggests that culture is an 

important factor we should consider when discussing gender difference.  

 In cross-gender interaction, girls became more direct while boys were more 

indirect than they were in same-gender interaction. Farris (2000) reported the similar 

result that Taiwanese girls in her research also used aggravated style of conflict talk in 
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the cross-sex conflict, which is associated with masculine sex-typed style in the 

literature. Kyratzis and Guo’s (2001) also had a similar finding. In their study, the 

activity children involved is role playing in domestic scenarios. Therefore, the 

explanation they provided for girls’ directness is that in Chinese culture, domestic life 

is a highly valued domain and woman are given more power in this domain. They are 

the protectors of the norms surrounding domestic life. Therefore, girls tend to speak 

more directly than boys in their data as they learn from adult’s world.  

 In our data, however, children did not always role play in the domestic setting. 

Nevertheless, girls still applied much more direct strategies than boys did. The 

explanation provided by Kyratzis and Guo’s (2001) may only be able to explain part 

of our finding. Therefore, we speculate that other reasons such as children’s intensity 

of friendship between different genders or the way parents educated their children 

may cause this phenomenon. As many studies suggested that children mainly play 

with other children of their same gender, they should value the friendship of the 

same-gender peer group more than cross-gender peer group. Therefore, they make 

less effort on maintaining the cross-gender friendship. Girls thus applied more direct 

refusal strategies when refusing boys. In terms of the way parents educated their 

children, as far as we know, many parents nowadays taught their boys to respect girls. 

And boys should be a gentleman and treat girls nicely. This kind of concept may 
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cause boys’ indirectness in making refusals. Therefore, they tried to avoid the conflict 

by using passive ways to refuse girls, such as verbal or nonverbal avoidance.  

 Other investigation may be needed to prove if the explanations are accurate. 

However, no matter what the explanations are, our findings confirm that gender is 

socially constructed and are constructed differently in different culture. The different 

performance between American children and children in our data provides evidence 

of the importance of culture when dealing with gender differences.  

5.4 Children’s refusal in sequence 

 When the children make a refusal, there are chances that the interlocutors resist 

to accept their refusal. They want to negotiate with the refuser and convince them to 

follow their requests. The refusal sequences in the present study show that children 

sometimes perform maturely in their negotiation. They adapted different refusal and 

request strategies to convince their interlocutors. They may provide justifications for 

their desire or try to give alternatives to meet both their and interlocutor’s need. They 

had the ability to reformation their refusals to respond to their interlocutors 

re-requests. However, there are also cases that they performed childlike. They simply 

use insistence and repetition as their negotiation strategy. Usually, this kind of 

sequential pattern is not helpful for settling the conflict between the children.  

 An interesting sequential pattern is found to be used mostly by boys when 
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refusing girls. In our data, girls were usually more persistent in making a request. 

They reformulated their request more often when being refused. Facing those requests, 

boys often refused verbally first. But when the re-request came, they simply applied 

nonverbal avoidance and tried to let girls give up their request.  

 From the analysis of refusal sequence, we gain more insight into children’s 

negotiation ability. It is discovered that refusals provide a chance for children to 

practice their negotiation skills. It is also expected that strategies such as repetition in 

negotiation will decrease when children grow older.  

5.5 Limitation and suggestion  

 Despite the insights we got from the findings, there are still some limitations to 

the present study. First, the data collected were produced by only nine children. It is 

believed that larger amount of data may help understand children’s refusal production 

more completely. Second, in our study only refusals toward requests were 

investigated. However, other speech acts such as invitation, offer, and suggestion also 

cause the use of refusals. Examining refusals toward different speech acts may lead to 

a better understanding of children’s refusal production. Third, we only examine the 

refusals in peer talk and try to compare to previous studies in order to find out if 

children apply different refusal strategies in different relationships, such as 

mother-child relationship or when facing a stranger. The comparison would be more 
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convincing if the subjects are the same children. Therefore, we suggest that future 

research can examine the refusals produced by same children among different 

relationships. In addition, we only examined one social factor which is gender in the 

present study. It is suggested that other social factors such as interlocutor’s social 

status can also be investigated. Examining the influence of different social factors can 

help us obtain more insight into children’s socio-pragmatic ability.  
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